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What a few of our customers have to say about Heatsavr 
 
 

“…. very sceptical….” but its absolutely brilliant….” 
Greg Ryan, Wrexham Waterworld 

 

“…. it made a big difference”  ”…a significant reduction in our gas usage” 
Duncan Walker, Chapeltown Baths 

 

“…. difficult to quantify in energy terms…” “…it has however helped with 

condensation…” and ”…we will be installing Heatsaver in out 5th leisure 
centre shortly…”.  Eric Spivey, Lightways Leisure Centre 

 
“…. it definitely works…. does exactly what it says ….” and “… it helped us 

offset our 85% and 50% increases in gas and electricity costs…”  
Richard Woolen, Graves Tennis & Leisure Centre 

 

“…. it has helped with condensation…” and ”…currently under evaluation 
by utilities provider ….” John Howard, Mounts Baths Leisure Centre 

 

“…. one of the main products that has contributed to energy savings…” 
and ”… it has enabled us to offset last year’s energy increases….” 
Brett Young, Dimensions Leisure Centre 

 
“… we were initially very sceptical to the product…”  “… but we have 

saved a 1/3rd on our gas and electricity costs..… and the pool climate has 
improved greatly….” Kirsty Inkpen, Duns Swimming Pool 

 
“…. difficult to quantify in energy terms…” …’but pool condensation has 

been reduced markedly…” Dave Huck, The Girls Day School Trust April 2nd 2009 
 

“…..our sceptical pool manager is now changing her mind, as the outdoor 

pool isn’t losing the 2/3°c over night that it normally does” …. 
Jim Prosser, Siblu Holiday Parks 

 

 

“Just letting you know that I will be placing an order for 2 months worth 
of supply”……..” Since last Wednesday we have managed to save £286 on 

our gas bill, so, seems to be going well….” 
David Moverley  Operations Manager Soll Leisure –Daventry Leisure Centre, Northants 

 

 

Need we say more …………… 


